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The top-N recommendation problem has been studied extensively. Item-based collaborative filtering recom-

mendation algorithms show promising results for the problem. They predict a user’s preferences by esti-

mating similarities between a target and user-rated items. Top-N recommendation remains a challenging

task in scenarios where there is a lack of preference history for new items. Feature-based Similarity Models

(FSMs) address this particular problem by extending item-based collaborative filtering by estimating similar-

ity functions of item features. The quality of the estimated similarity function determines the accuracy of the

recommendation. However, existing FSMs only estimate global similarity functions; i.e., they estimate using

preference information across all users. Moreover, the estimated similarity functions are linear; hence, they

may fail to capture the complex structure underlying item features.

In this article, we propose to improve FSMs by estimating local similarity functions, where each function

is estimated for a subset of like-minded users. To capture global preference patterns, we extend the global

similarity function from linear to nonlinear, based on the effectiveness of variational autoencoders. We pro-

pose a Bayesian generative model, called the Local Variational Feature-based Similarity Model, to encapsulate

local and global similarity functions. We present a variational Expectation Minimization algorithm for effi-

cient approximate inference. Extensive experiments on a large number of real-world datasets demonstrate

the effectiveness of our proposed model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Top-N recommendation systems expose users to a limited number of items that reflect themost rel-

evant items a user has not yet rated. This helps users copewith large volumes of information. Exist-

ing methods for this task broadly fall into two categories: latent space methods and neighborhood-

based methods. Latent space methods [20] learn a low-rank factorization of the user-item matrix

into user and item factor matrices, representing both the users and the items in a common latent

space. Neighborhood-based methods [22] (user based or item based) focus on identifying similar

users/items, where item-based neighborhood methods demonstrate better top-N recommendation

performance than user-based ones [17, 18, 38, 50]. Item-based neighborhood methods can be fur-

ther categorized into two classes: memory based [22, 58] and model based [38, 50]. Memory-based

methods compute similarities between items based on statistical measures, such as Pearson coeffi-

cient and cosine similarity. However, recommendations based on such heuristic-based approaches

are usually inferior. Compared to memory-based methods, model-based methods, often known

as similarity models, achieve state-of-the-art performance on the top-N recommendation task by

learning similarities from data [38, 50].

It remains a challenging task to recommend top-N cold-start items, that is, recommending N
items to users from a set of new items. The problem of recommending top-N new items is sig-

nificant because new items are continuously observed: new products are introduced, new books

and articles are written, and news stories break. Conventional similarity models cannot generate

a recommendation in a cold-start setting [1, 5, 6, 28, 59]. The cold-start problem strongly impacts

recommendation performance and the user experience; hence, it attracts much attention from the

research community [16, 67]. Feature-based Similarity Models (FSMs) address the problem by ex-

tending similarity models to utilize auxiliary information associated with items, i.e., item features,

where item similarity is calculated using item features. FSMs have demonstrated their effectiveness

for recommending top-N new items [26, 62].

Existing FSMs have the following limitations:

• They estimate global similarity functions only. Existing FSMs exploit information across all

users to estimate the similarity function, thus assuming that items have the same similarities

for all users. In many real-world applications, item similarities should be better identified

within subsets of users [17, 63], especially when a large number of users are involved. In

fact, there could be a pair of items that are extremely similar for a specific subset of users,

while they have low similarity for another subset of users. Existing FSMs fail to capture

item similarities w.r.t. a specific aspect that is only of interest to a subset of like-minded

users.

• The estimated similarity functions are linear. Linear similarity functions fail to capture the

complex structure underlying item features. Item similarities measured by linear functions

can also be inaccurate, especially when item features are sparse.

To overcome these limitations of existing FSMs, we propose to model local aspects of items that

are of interest for a subset of users and extend the linear similarity function to a nonlinear one.

Specifically, we first identify user subsets via clustering, where userswithin the subset share similar
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preferences. For each user subset, we estimate a local similarity function. Motivated by the success

of deep learning in the context of collaborative filtering [43, 73], we also estimate a global similarity

function that encodes item features into deep representations to measure item similarity in a latent

space. Local similarity functions capture specific aspects of items, and the global similarity function

encodes more abstract properties of items. The combination of local and global similarity functions

captures feature-based item similarities from different perspectives.

One challenging task is how to combine deep learning with item collaborative filtering and

user clustering: (1) deep learning requires the inputs to be i.i.d. [73]—therefore, it is difficult for

deep models to capture implicit relationships among items, which is crucial for item collaborative

filtering, and (2) deep learning is rarely applied to clustering problems—typically, deep-learning-

based methods are used for dimensionality reduction, followed by classical clustering techniques

applied to the resulting low-dimensional space [79].

We address the challenge of combining deep learning with item collaborative filtering and user

clustering by introducing a Bayesian generative model [39, 69]. We propose a Local Variational

Feature-based Similarity Model (LVSM) that integrates deep learning with user clustering and col-

laborative filtering for top-N cold-start item recommendation. Inference for LVSM is challenging

due to the complex entanglement of variables and the nonlinear structure within the deep net-

work. Therefore, we conduct variational inference. Existing deep learning for collaborative filter-

ing methods introduces offset variables on top of latent item representations, which can facilitate

variational inference [44, 73]. However, for new items, the offset cannot be inferred due to the ab-

sence of ratings. In order to recommend new items, they simply ignore the offset, which brings bias

between the rated items and new items. Unlike these methods, LVSM assumes that the generation

of user ratings depends directly on the latent item representations. However, this also brings an

extra difficulty for inference. We derive the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) with approximations,

based on which ELBO can be efficiently optimized through a variational EM procedure.

The contributions of our article can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a deep generative model, LVSM, to address the item cold-start top-N recom-

mendation problem. The model can capture local aspects of items and measure global item

similarity based on deep representations extracted from item features.

• To address the difficulty of optimizing LVSM, we perform variational inference and derive

the ELBO. Given this approximation, LVSM can be optimized efficiently.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of LVSM, yielding

important insights into how it generates robust recommendations with a large fraction of

cold-start items and sparse item features.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. We introduce preliminaries in Section 2. We

review related work in Section 3. We propose our model, LVSM, in Section 4 and then conduct

variational inference in Section 5. Section 6 and Section 7 describe our experimental setup and

results. We conclude the article in Section 8.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this work, we consider the cold-start top-N recommendation problem, i.e., the problem of rec-

ommending items that have been neither seen nor rated by users. The problem is defined as fol-

lows: given a set of new items (rating information for these items from users is entirely missing)

and their features (characteristics such as genre, product categories, keywords, etc.), recommend

each user with the top-N items selected from the new items. We assume general contents as item

features, which can be textual but do not necessarily have to be.
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To recommend new items, standard cold-start recommender systems work as follows [26, 62]:

1. For a given user, predict his or her preference scores for all new items; the preference scores

are predicted using some models.

2. For this user, the new items are sorted using the predicted scores in nonincreasing order;

the N items at the top of the sorted list are recommended to him or her.

3. Repeat 1. and 2. for each user in the system.

Next, we introduce the relevant notation. We writem, n, d for the number of users, items, and

item features, respectively. We refer to Y as the preference matrix; yui represents the rating of

user u to item i . In many scenarios, user ratings are in the form of implicit feedback, such as

purchase history, watching habits, browsing activity, and so forth. Following the common setting

for implicit feedback [23], we assume that user ratings are binarized [35, 52, 70]. We refer to the

item feature matrix asX . Then, x i represents the feature vector for item i and xi j represents the jth
feature of item i . We assume numerical values for item features; in this way, we are able to handle

various multimedia features [44]. The notation used to describe LVSM as well as other models is

summarized in Table 1.

3 RELATEDWORK

The idea of estimating multiple local models together with a global model has previously been

found to be effective for many recommendation tasks, including rating prediction in both gen-

eral [40] and cold-start settings [63] and top-N recommendation [17, 18]. The broader message

of this article is that we extend the effectiveness of the idea to top-N recommendation in a cold-

start setting. LVSM is specifically designed for recommending top-N new items. Besides reviewing

models specifically designed for this problem, we review related work concerning a broader scope,

e.g., methods designed for cold-start recommendation.

To recommend items to new users, side information associating with users is utilized [27], e.g.,

contextual information [46], profiling [60], social networking [10, 84], and social media [90, 91].

However, this additional information is not always available due to privacy issues. When con-

fronted with the challenging task that user side information is not available, interview-based rec-

ommenders are studied, where a small number of items are selected as questions, and a new user is

required to answer these questions [19, 45, 63]. Similar to interview-basedmethods, active learning

methods have also been applied to tackle user cold-start recommendation [25].

We review cold-start item recommendations in detail. Although they are originally designed

for rating prediction over new items, they can also provide a top-N recommendation from new

items. Naively, new items may be recommended to users based on their popularity [53] or based

on a random selection [45]. The accuracy of these methods is low as they cannot provide person-

alized recommendations. Alternative methods have been proposed to warm up cold-start items

by forcing several representative users to rate them [19, 45]. In recent years, there has been an

increase in interest in utilizing other rich sources associated with items along with the rating ma-

trix to increase the accuracy of the recommendation [3, 27, 76, 83], and in dealing with cold-start

challenges. Although many other hybrid methods [49, 55, 65] also utilize item features, they are

specifically designed to address the data sparsity problem and fail to cope with cold-start item

problems, which is the main focus of this article.

Next, we discuss work that utilizes item features, namely so-called feature-based methods.

3.1 Feature-Based Methods

Based on how the rating of user u for new item i , i.e., yui , is generated, different models have been

proposed. Here, we review four common methods, respectively User Modeling (UM), Latent Factor
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Table 1. Notation Used in This Article

Notation Description

S
e
ts

a
n
d
n
u
m
b
e
rs

U Set of users

I Set of items

R+u Set of items rated by user i
R+u−i Set of items rated by user u excluding item i
m Number of users, i.e., |U |
n Number of items, i.e., |I |
d Number of item features

c Number of user groups

nu Number of items rated by user i , i.e., |R+u |
nu−i Number of items rated by user i excluding item j, i.e., ���R+u−i ���

V
a
ri
a
b
le
s

Y ∈ Rm×n User rating matrix

X ∈ Rn×d Item feature matrix

V ∈ Rn×h Latent item representation matrix

x i ∈ Rd Feature vector of item i
vi ∈ Rh Latent representation of item i

h
inf
i Hidden variables of item i in the inference network

h
gen
i Hidden variables of item i in the generation network

yui Rating of user u for item i
si j Similarity between item i and item j
zu Indicator of the group for user u

P
a
ra
m
e
te
rs

Θ Parameters of the generative model

Φ Parameters of the inference model

θ Parameters of the generation network

ρ Parameters of the inference network

Ω Parameters of feature weights

ωk ∈ Rd Parameters of feature weights for the kth user group

π ∈ Rm×c Variational parameters of Z

The first section of the table summarizes the notation regarding sets and numbers. The second

section contains our notation for variables. The third section lists our notation for parameters.

Model (LFM), Item Feature Mapping (IFM), and Feature-based Similarity Model (FSM). We describe

each category of models and depict them as probabilistic graphical models in Figure 1.

User Modeling (UM). One of the earliest approaches for identifying which of the new items

may be relevant to a user is user modeling [4, 21, 29, 87]. These methods learn to generate

personalized recommendations by formulating the task as a classification or regression problem.

While they provide personalized recommendations, they are generally regarded as content-based

filtering methods, which fail to take advantage of collaborative filtering. Later, factorization

machines [12, 57] have been proposed to capture feature interactions. Factorization machines

can utilize item features and can be categorized as User Modeling (UM) in the scenario of item

cold-start recommendation.

Latent Factor Model (LFM). Latent Factor Models (LFMs) provide a better way to utilize item

features that take recent advances in matrix factorization methods into account [1, 51, 56, 59,

64, 93]. Rating and item feature matrices are simultaneously decomposed, sharing latent item

factors. However, LFM requires a large parameter space, especially when item features are
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Fig. 1. Overview of existing feature-based methods represented as probabilistic graphical models. bu : pa-
rameters associated with user u. pu ,vi ,qj : latent factors associated with user u, item i , and feature j. x i ,x j :
feature vector for item i, j. xu : feature vector for user u, defined as xu =

∑
j ∈R+u−i x j . ω: parameters for

similarity function.

high-dimensional. LFM also shares item factors across different contexts [36]. This is problematic

as item factors that are cold-start in the context of user ratings will be learned mainly based on

data from the context of item features that are not cold-start, and therefore the item factors are

not properly learned in an item cold-start setting.

Item Feature Mapping (IFM). An alternative type of feature-based model is Item Feature Mapping

(IFM). To recommend new items, several authors [28, 71, 85] propose to form a regression model

by utilizing item features. Unlike UM, they first learn a mapping function to project item features

into a common latent space as a user factor. Wang and Blei [71] propose an IFM based on topic

modeling. A recent trend is to extract deep latent item factors for collaborative filtering [31, 68,

75]. Autoencoders have recently been studied to learn item representations from content [44, 73].

Item representations are used as regularizations for item factors.

Feature-based Similarity Model (FSM). FSMs have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art perfor-

mance for recommending top-N new items [2, 9, 22, 26, 38, 50, 62]. FSMs learn similarity functions,

measuring item similarities based on item features. The similarity functions are estimated across

all users, exploiting the effectiveness of item collaborative filtering. Existing FSMs estimate lin-

ear or bilinear similarity functions [26, 62]. As LVSM, our proposed method, follows the general

framework of FSMs, we now discuss FSMs in more detail.

3.2 Feature-Based Similarity Models

FSMs attempt to predict a rating score yui of user i for a new item j by defining

ỹui =
∑

j ∈R+u−i
sim(i, j ), (1)

where R+u−i is the set of items rated by user i excluding item j; sim(i, j ) is a similarity function that

measures the similarity between x i and x j . When sim(·) is linear or bilinear, Equation (1) can be

rewritten as

ỹui = sim(u, i ). (2)

Here, sim(u, i ) measures the similarity of xu and x i , where xu =
∑

j ∈R+u−i x j . There are several

definitions for the similarity function sim(·). One of the most intuitive ones is to calculate the dot

product [22]:

sim(u, i ) = xTux i . (3)

The similarity function defined in Equation (3) has several drawbacks:

(1) Learning free: the similarity function is predefined; it does not utilize historical preferences

in order to estimate a similarity function that better predicts the observed preferences.

(2) Equal weights: the features are treated equally when measuring item similarity.
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(3) Noncollaborative: the rating score that is computed for a new item w.r.t. user u relies en-

tirely on the set of items previously liked by u, and as such it does not use information

from other users.

To overcome these drawbacks, Personalized Feature Weighting (PFW) [9] has been proposed; it

introduces personalized weightsωu for item features:

sim(u, i ) = ωT
u (xu ◦ x i ), (4)

where ◦ is the element-wise product between vectors. PFW introduces learning parameters to the

model and weighs features to provide personalized recommendations. However, PFW also fails to

take advantage of collaborative filtering asωu is optimized separately for each user. Later, the User-

specific Feature-based Similarity Model (UFSM) [26] was introduced, which defines sim(i, j ) as

sim(u, i ) =
c∑

k=1

πukω
T
k (xu ◦ x i ). (5)

Equation (5) defines c global similarity functions (ω1, . . . ,ωc ) and user-specific contributions

of each global similarity function (πu1, . . . ,πuc ). User-specific Feature-based Similarity Model

(UFSM) exploits item collaborative filtering by estimating {ωk } across all users. However, UFSM
fails to take into consideration interactions among features. UFSM considers item features

independently. Hence, the similarity measured this way could be inaccurate, especially when

features are high-dimensional and sparse, where two items might share few common features. To

capture feature interactions, a Feature-based factorized Bilinear Similarity Model (FBSM) [62] has

been proposed, where sim(u, i ) is defined as

sim(u, i ) = xTuDx i + x
T
u FF

Tx i , (6)

where D and FFT approximate the diagonal and off-diagonal of the feature interaction matrix,

respectively. While UFSM and FBSM demonstrate superior performance for item cold-start top-N
recommendations, the linearity of both models has restricted their expressiveness. Both methods

estimate similarity functions from information across all users, rather than subsets of like-minded

users, thus failing to capture local aspects.

3.3 Local Collaborative Filtering

Clustering has been widely studied for collaborative filtering [8, 30, 41, 74, 80, 81, 89]. Previous

methods cluster users or items based on user ratings into subgroups and then train a local model

separately for each cluster. The results from all subgroups are aggregated to produce recommen-

dations.

Christakopoulou and Karypis [18] propose local latent factor models, where the assignments

of users to subsets are constantly updated. Wang et al. [74] introduce a probabilistic model to

cluster items as topics. Wu et al. [78] propose a mixture model to infer memberships of users or

items to subgroups. Lee et al. [42] describe an iterative way to estimate latent factors, where, first,

latent factors representing the anchor points are estimated, and then, based on similarities of the

observed entries to the anchor points, the latent factors are re-estimated. Christakopoulou and

Karypis [17] explore subsets of users to learn user-specific local item similarity models, which are

combined with a global similarity model.

Unlike these methods, LVSM addresses the problem of recommending new items by combining

user clustering with deep learning.
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Fig. 2. An illustrative example of LVSM.

3.4 Review-Based Recommendation

User reviews are an important source of information for recommendation; they can help to address

the rating sparsity for collaborative filtering methods [7, 11, 15, 33, 92]. Existing review-based rec-

ommenders show their effectiveness by applying sentiment analysis [54], topic modeling [48, 66],

or aspect extraction [7, 13, 88] to user reviews. By concatenating all the reviews belonging to an

item as item features, these methods can also help to tackle the item cold-start problem [15, 92].

Unlike these methods, we propose to utilize generic item features. We only assume to have sim-

ilarity information instead of the semantic information behind item features. Techniques applied

to user reviews cannot be applied in our setting.

4 LOCAL VARIATIONAL FEATURE-BASED SIMILARITY MODELS

4.1 Overview

In this article, we study the problem of recommending top-N new items to users. The solution

provided in our work falls into the cold-start recommendation framework introduced in Section 2,

and we contribute a more effective model for predicting scores for new items. Specifically, we pro-

pose a Bayesian generative model, an addition to the family of FSMs, namely the Local Variational

Feature-based Similarity Model (LVSM). LVSM extends linear similarity functions to nonlinear ones

by learning a global similarity function via a variational autoencoder (VAE) [39]. LVSM also iden-

tifies user groups and learns the corresponding local similarity functions. Figure 2 gives an illus-

trative example to describe how LVSM works. Figure 2(a) depicts a rating matrix, where rows are

users and columns are items. The dotted areas indicate the rated items by users. New items are on

the right of the red dashed line. For the rated items on the left of the red dashed line, some have been

rated by all users (global), and some have been rated only by users in group A or group B (local).

Given a user u and his or her history of rated items, LVSM calculates local and global similarities

between the new item i and user-rated items 1,5,9 (Figure 2(b)). Here, s (1)ji , s
(2)
ji are the local similari-

ties between i and j based on users from groupA and B; s (0)ji is the global similarity. We assume user

u is from group A. Thus, we formulate the prediction as ỹui = α (1)
ui + α

(0)
ui =

∑
j ∈{1,5,9} (s

(1)
ji + s

(0)
ji ).
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The rating matrix portrayed in Figure 2(a) shows two distinct user groups. Learning a local

model for each user group is beneficial for fitting the data. The two groups also have overlapping

ratings. Therefore, the combination of global and local models can better capture user behavior.

As we only cluster users (clustering items is possible but beyond the scope of this article), a single

global model is enough to capture the overlapping ratings.

For the generality of LVSM, we assume item features to be generic contents; that is, we do not

presume the availability of semantic information behind the features. Therefore, the embedding

layers that utilize word embeddings are excluded from LVSM.

4.2 Model Description

Modeling ratings. We start by modeling ratings. As we assume that user ratings are binarized,

we define the rating yui to follow a Bernoulli distribution:

yui ∼ Bernoulli(σ (ỹui )), (7)

where σ (·) is the sigmoid function and ỹui is the predicted score. We propose to compute ỹui by

ỹui = α (0)
ui + α

(zu )
ui ,

where zu ∈ {1, . . . , c} is a variable that indicates which group user u belongs to. Furthermore, α (0)
ui

and α (zu )
ui are the scores calculated based on the global similarity function and the zu th local simi-

larity function. Following FSM, we assume that α (k )
ui is calculated by aggregating item similarities:

α (k )
ui =

∑
j ∈R+u−i

s (k )ji , ∀k ∈ {0, . . . , c}, (8)

where R+u−i is the set of items that are rated by user u excluding item i , and si j is the similarity

between item i and j. The motivation for excluding item i is based on the estimation constraint [38]

that known rating information for a particular user-item pair yui is not used when the rating for

that item is being estimated. Therefore, ỹui can be computed by

ỹui =
∑

j ∈R+u−i
s (0)ji + s

(zu )
ji . (9)

We combine s (0)ji and s (zu )ji , linearly and equally, following [62], where the local and global similar-

ity functions capture the diagonal and off-diagonal feature interactions (Equation (6)). The linear

combination is especially useful for inference; we can derive the expectation ofα (k )
ui (Equation (26)).

Modeling global similarities. Inspired by Equation (6), we define the global similarity function to

capture feature interactions. Recently, several publications have explored Deep Neural Networks

(DNNs) to learn nonlinear feature interactions [14, 34, 61, 86]. However, capturing feature inter-

actions by these methods is not suitable for the global similarity function as they do not have a

Bayesian nature, which complicates combinations with item-based CF. Instead, we utilize a varia-

tional autoencoder (VAE) [39]. Then, the global similarity function is defined as the inner product

of latent item representations learned by the variational autoencoder (VAE):

s (0)i j = sim0 (x i ,x j ) = fρ (x i )
T fρ (x j ) = v

T
i v j , (10)

where vi ,v j are the latent representations of item i, j, respectively; fρ (·) stands for the inference
network of VAE, which is parameterized by ρ. As suggested by the VAE, we use a unit Gaussian

prior forvi :

vi ∼ N (0, I ). (11)
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Note that vi and v j are used directly to calculate the similarity, rather than introducing offset

variables like [44, 73]. This is because the offset cannot be inferred for new items. However, this

complicates inference as the DNN is directly coupled with the model. Fortunately, we can derive

an efficient inference thanks to the linear combination in Equation (9).

Modeling local similarities. We define the local similarity function with respect to the kth user

group by:

s (k )i j = simk (x i ,x j ) = ωT
k (x i ◦ x j ), (12)

where ◦ is the element-wise product between vectors;ωk is the feature weight vector for the kth
user group, where we use a Gaussian prior:

ωk ∼ N
(
0, λ−1ω I

)
. (13)

Given user u, the local similarity will be calculated based on which group u belongs to, denoted

by zu . As zu is discrete, we use a multinomial distribution for zu . As we presume no information

about which group users belong to, we assume equal probabilities:

zu ∼ Multi(1/c ). (14)

Modeling item features. The item featurex i is generated from its latent representationvi through

a DNN. LetWl and bl be the parameters associated with the l-layer of the DNN. Following [44,

73], we modelWl and bl with a Gaussian distribution:

Wl ∼ N
(
0, λ−1W I

)
, bl ∼ N

(
0, λ−1b I

)
. (15)

The output of each layer hl also follows a Gaussian distribution:

hl ∼ N
(
ϕ
(
hTl−1Wl + bl

)
, I
)
. (16)

The feature x i is generated from the last layer output hL . Depending on what type of data the

item feature is, x i can be assumed to be generated from a multivariate Bernoulli distribution if it

is binary, or it can be generated from a Gaussian distribution if it is a real number:

x i ∼
{
Bernoulli (σ (hL )), if x i is binary,
N (hL, λ−1h I ), if x i is real.

(17)

The overall generation procedure is as follows:

(1) For each layer l = 1, . . . ,L,
(a) draw the parameterWl ∼ N (0, λ−1W I );

(b) draw the bias bl ∼ N (0, λ−1
b
I ).

(2) For each item i ∈ I,
(a) draw item representationvi ∼ N (0, I );
(b) draw hidden layer h1 ∼ N (ϕ (vT

i Wl + bl ), λ
−1
h
I ), where ϕ (·) is the activation function;

(c) for each layer l = 2, . . . ,L, draw hidden layer hl ∼ N (ϕ (hTi−1Wl + bl ), λ
−1
h
I );

(d) draw item feature x i ∼ Bernoulli (σ (hL )) if x i is binary or x i ∼ N (hL, λ−1x I ) if x i is
real, where σ (·) is the sigmoid function.

(3) For each user u ∈ U , draw zu ∼ Multi(1/c ).
(4) For each user group k = 1, . . . , c , drawωk ∼ N (0, λ−1ω I ).
(5) For each user-item pair (u, i ),u ∈ Y , drawyui ∼ Bernoulli (σ (ỹui )), where ỹui is calculated

based on Equation (9).

Once the model is optimized, we can predict the score of a new item i for user u throughout the

inference of user rating ỹui .
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5 MODEL OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we describe an optimization method for LVSM, i.e., how to optimize the parameters

Ω = {ω1, . . . ,ωc } for the similarity functions and the parameter θ for the generation network. Let

Θ = {Ω,θ }. We performMaximumA Posteriori (MAP) estimation to infer LVSM by optimizing the

following posterior:

p (Θ | X ,Y ) � p (Θ,X ,Y )
= p (X ,Y | Θ)p (Θ)
= p (Θ)

∫
V

∑
Z

p (V ,Z ,X ,Y | Θ)dV .
(18)

The posterior in Equation (18) is intractable for exact inference, as the marginalization of latent

variables is extremely difficult, due to the complex entanglement of variables and the nonlinear

structure of the deep network. Therefore, we turn to approximate inference algorithms. Based on

the idea of VAE, we perform variational inference for LVSM.We first write the log-joint likelihood

of LVSM:

logp (V ,Z ,X ,Y | Θ) = logp (Y | V ,X ,Z ,Ω)

+ logp (X | V ,θ )
+ logp (V )

+ logp (Z ).

(19)

We model the variational distribution of latent variables as q(V ,Z | Φ), where Φ is the set of vari-

ational parameters. The Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) [82] is given as

L (Θ,Φ;q) = Eq [logp (V ,Z ,X ,Y | Θ) − q(V ,Z | Φ)] + logp (Θ).
Given the ELBO, we can thus find approximate empirical Bayes estimates for LVSM via an alter-

nating variational EM procedure that maximizes a lower bound w.r.t. the variational parameters

Φ and then, for fixed values of the variational parameters, maximizes the lower bound w.r.t. the

model parameters Θ. We summarize the variational EM algorithm in Algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Variational EM Algorithm

1 t ← 0;

2 Θ(0) ← randomly initialize parameters;

3 while not converge do

4 Φ(t ) ← argmaxΦ L (Θ(t ) ,Φ;q), see Section 5.2; /* E-step */

5 Θ(t+1) ← argmaxΘ L (Θ,Φ(t ) ;q), see Section 5.3; /* M-step */

6 t ← t + 1;

5.1 Variational Inference

We discuss in detail how to derive the ELBO. For the variational distributions, we assume

zu ∼ Multi(πu ), vi ∼ N
(
μi ,ς

2
i

)
.

Based on the mean-field assumption, we fully factorize q(V ,Y ,Z | Φ):

q(V ,Y ,Z | Φ) =
m∏
u=1

q(zu | πu )
n∏
i=1

q
(
vi | μi ,ς2i

)
,
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where π = {πu }, ρ = {μi ,ς2i } are the free variational parameters. The number of parameters to

optimize grows with the number of users and items, which becomes a bottleneck for real-world

applications with millions of users and items. To address this issue, we utilize a variational autoen-

coder (VAE) [39] to replace individual parameters {μi ,ς i } with a data-dependent function through
an inference network parameterized by ρ, i.e., fρ (x i ), where ρ is independent of samples and thus

the scale of ρ is free from n; ρ consists of the parameters of the inference network, which is de-

signed to have an identical neural network structure with the generation network parameterized

by θ .
Therefore, the ELBO is given as

L (q;Θ,Φ) =
m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

c∑
k=1

πukEqρ [logp (yui | X ,V ,ωk )]

+

n∑
i=1

Eqρ [logp (x i | vi ,θ )] −KL (q(vi | x i , ρ) ‖ p (vi ))

+

m∑
u=1

c∑
k=1

πuk (logp (zu ) − logπuk ) + logp (Θ),

(20)

where qρ is an abbreviation for q(vi | x i , ρ).
We start from deriving Eqρ [logp (yui | X ,V ,ωk )], which is in the first line of Equation (20):

Eqρ [logp (yui | X ,V ,ωk )] = Eqρ

[
yui logσ

(
ỹ (k )
ui

)
+ (1 − yui ) log

(
1 − σ (ỹ (k )

ui )
)]

= yuiEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
− Eqρ

[
log
(
exp

{
ỹ (k )
ui

}
+ 1
)]
,

(21)

where ỹ (k )
ui is calculated by Equation (9) with zu = k . It is not easy to infer Eqρ [log(exp{ỹ (k )

ui } + 1)].
Therefore, we approximate it as follows:

Eqρ

[
log
(
exp

{
ỹ (k )
ui

}
+ 1
)]
≈ Eqρ

[
log
(
exp

{
ỹ (k )
ui

})]
= Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
= log exp

{
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]}
≈ log

(
exp

{
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]}
+ 1
)
.

(22)

We then derive the expectation Eqρ [logp (x i | vi ,θ )], which is the first term in the second line of

Equation (20). It is problematic to derive Eqρ [logp (x i | vi ,θ )] due to the nonlinear transformation

within the inference network parameterized by ρ. While we can obtain an unbiased estimate of it

by sampling vi ∼ qρ and perform stochastic gradient ascent to optimize it, the challenge is that

we cannot trivially take gradients with respect to ρ through this sampling process. Therefore, we

apply the reparameterization trick [39], which works as follows in this setting: we first draw a

sample ϵ (l ) , which is independent from φ and x i , and then reparameterizevi as follows:

ϵ (l ) ∼ N (0, I ),

v
(l )
i = μi + ϵ

(l ) ◦ ς2i .
(23)

The KL(q(vi | x i , ρ) ‖ p (vi )), which is the second term in the second line of Equation (20), has

an analytical solution:

KL (q(vi | x i , ρ) ‖ p (vi )) =
1

2

(
2 log(ς i ) − μ2

i − ς2i
)
. (24)
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Putting Equations (21), (22), (23), and (24) together, we can rewrite the ELBO in Equation (20) as

L (q;Θ,Φ) �
m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

c∑
k=1

πuk
[
yuiEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
− log

(
exp

{
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]}
+ 1
)]
+ logp (Θ)

+
1

L

L∑
l=1

n∑
i=1

logp
(
x i | v (l )

i ,θ
)
− 1

2

n∑
i=1

(
2 log(ς i ) − μ2

i − ς2i
)
−

m∑
u=1

c∑
k=1

πuk log πuk ,

(25)

where

Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
= ωT

k (xu ◦ x i ) + Eqρ [vi ]
T
∑

k ∈R+u−i
Eqρ [v j ]. (26)

The reason that we can write Eqρ [ỹ
(k )
ui ] as Equation (26) is thatvi andv j are i.i.d. samples gener-

ated from the inference network. It is worth noting that Eqρ [vi ] = μi ,Eqρ [v j ] = μ j .
Based on the variational inference in this section, we can detail the variational E-step and M-

step, respectively, in Section 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2 Variational E-Step

We update the variational parameter π = {πu } in the E-step. We isolate the optimization problem

for πu as

min
πu

c∑
k=1

πukγuk − πuk logπuk ,

where
∑c

k=1
πuk = 1 and

γuk =
n∑
i=1

πuk
[
yuiEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
− log

(
exp

{
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]}
+ 1
)]
. (27)

By introducing the Lagrange multiplier λu , we have

L =
c∑

k=1

(πukγuk − πuk logπuk ) − λu ��
c∑

k=1

πuk − 1	
 .
The derivative of L over πuk is

∇πukL = γuk − logπuk − λu − 1.
Applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) first-order optimality conditions, we have

πuk =
exp(γuk − 1)∑c
k=1

exp(γuk − 1) ,

which provides the desired closed form.

5.3 Variational M-Step

We update the parameters of VAE (ρ and θ ) and the parameters of local similarity functions (Ω =
{ωk }) in the M-step. We propose to optimize these parameters through stochastic gradient ascent.

At each time we select a user u and an item i . We write Lui to denote the loss of ELBO regarding
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u, i:

Lui =

c∑
k=1

πuk
[
yuiEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
− log

(
exp

{
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]}
+ 1
)]

+
∑
j ∈R+u

[
Eqφ

[
logp (x j | v j ,θ )

]
− 1

2

(
2 log(ς j ) − μ2

j − ς2j
)]
.

(28)

The gradient of Lui w.r.t. μ j ,∀j ∈ R+u is

∇μ jLui =

c∑
k=1

πuk
[
yui − σ

(
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

] )]
∇μ jEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
+

1

L

L∑
l=1

∇
v

(l )
j

logp
(
x j | fθ

(
v
(l )
j

))
+ μ j ,

(29)

where

∇μi Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
=
∑

j ∈R+u−i
μ j ,

∇μ jEqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

]
= μi , j ∈ R+u−i .

The gradient of Lui w.r.t. ς j ,∀j ∈ R+u is

∇ς jLui =
1

L

L∑
l=1

∇
v

(l )
j

logp
(
x j | fθ

(
v
(l )
j

))
◦ ϵ (l ) − 1

ς i
+ ς i . (30)

The parameters of the generation network (θ ) and the inference network (ρ) can be updated

through backpropagation once μ j and ς j have been updated. The gradient of Lui w.r.t. ωk is

∇ωk
Lui = −πuk

[
yui − σ

(
Eqρ

[
ỹ (k )
ui

] )]
(xu ◦ x i ). (31)

Algorithm 2 summarizes the variational M-step.

ALGORITHM 2: Variational M-step

1 while not converged do

2 for user u ∈ U do

3 i ← randomly select item from R+u ∪ R−u ;
4 for item j ∈ R+u do

5 μ j ,σ j ← generate through inference network;

6 for l = 1 to L do

7 v
(l )
j ← sample according to Equation (23);

8 ∇μ jLui ← calculate according to Equation (29);

9 ∇ς jLi j ← calculate according to Equation (30);

10 μ j ← μ j + η∇μ jLui ;
11 σ j ← σ j + η∇σ jLui ;
12 for k = 1 to c do
13 ∇ωk

Li j ← calculate according to Equation (31);

14 ωk ← ωk + η(∇ωk
Lui − λωωk );
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5.4 Computational Analysis

We analyze the complexity of optimizing LVSM. In the variational E-step (Section 5.2), we calcu-

late πu based on Equation (27), before which we calculate ỹui based on Equation (26). Since the

calculations of πu1 and πu2 are independent, ∀u1 � u2 ∈ U , we can optimize the variational pa-

rameter πu in parallel. Therefore, we only analyze the complexity of computing πu for one user,

which is O (n(d + h |R+u−i |)), where h is the size of item representations.

As the variational M-step (Section 5.3) is optimized via stochastic optimization, we analyze the

complexity of evaluating a single sample, a user-item pair (u, i ), i.e., the complexity of calculating

Equation (28), which is O (c (d + h |R+u−i |) + 2|R+u |
∑L
l=1 (hl−1hl )). Here, hl denotes the size of the

lth layer, where h0 = d and hL = h, and the term 2
∑L
l=1 (hl−1dl ) is included for the complexity of

the VAE, which has an inference network and a generation network with an identical network

structure.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we detail the experimental setup used to evaluate LVSM.

6.1 Research Questions

We seek to answer the following research questions:

(RQ1) How does LVSM perform on the item cold-start top-N recommendation task?

(RQ2) Does modeling local and global similarities help to improve performance?

(RQ3) What is the impact of feature sparsity on the recommendation performance?

(RQ4) What is the effect of the fraction of cold-start items on the recommendation performance?

(RQ5) How well can LVSM perform on large-scale datasets?

6.2 Datasets

To answer our research questions, we conduct experiments on five datasets, respectively Beauty,

Games, Sports, Kindle, CUL-a, and CUL-t. Beauty, Games, Sports, and Kindle are constructed

from different categories of Amazon products [48]. For each category, the original dataset contains

transactions between users and items, indicating implicit user feedback. We convert the multivari-

ate rating values to 1s and filter out less popular product items and users that appeared in fewer

than three transactions to construct the implicit ratingmatrix. For each dataset, we use the product

reviews as the features of the product items. We extract unigram features from the review articles

and remove stopwords. For Beauty, Games, and Sports, we select the most frequent 8,000 features

as the item features and represent each product item as a bag-of-words feature vector, where fea-

ture value is binarized. We retain the original features of Kindle as we evaluate scalability of LVSM

on Kindle.

CUL-a and CUL-t are datasets of user libraries of articles with different scales and degrees of

sparsity obtained from CiteULike.1 The first dataset, CUL-a, has been collected by Wang and Blei

[71]. The second dataset, CUL-t, has been independently collected by Wang et al. [72] and is even

larger and sparser. Each article in the two datasets has a title and abstract. The content information

of the articles is the concatenation of the titles and abstracts. We follow the same procedure as

in [71] to preprocess the text content information. After removing stop words, the vocabulary for

each dataset is selected according to the tf-idf value of each word.

1http://www.citeulike.org.
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Table 2. Statistics of the Datasets Used

Dataset #User #Item #Feature Rating Density Feature Density Feature Type

Beauty 5,083 11,909 8,000 0.150% 0.528% binary

Games 6,255 10,672 8,000 0.180% 0.324% binary

Sports 6,174 13,257 8,000 0.116% 0.665% binary

Kindle 26,555 22,203 11,308 0.085% 2.011% binary

CUL-a 5,480 11,564 7,988 0.276% 0.838% tf-idf

CUL-t 7,947 7,582 7,715 0.162% 0.224% tf-idf

The statistics of the datasets are presented in Table 2. #User , #Item, and #Feature denote the

number of users, items, and features, respectively. The rating density is calculated as

Rating density =
#Rating

#User × #Item ,
where #Rating is the number of interactions between user and item. It is common that values of

item features are missing, especially when an item feature is high-dimensional, e.g., the bag-of-

words representation from a text. We write 0 for missing feature values. Therefore, we can also

measure the density of features:

Feature sparsity =
#Nonzero

#Item × #Feature ,
where #Nonzero is the number of nonzero feature values.

Note that we binarize feature values for the Amazon datasets (Beauty, Games, Sports, and

Kindle) and calculate tf-idf for CiteULike. The reason is that user reviews are generally noisy in

terms of how they describe items, which might harm the performance of recommendation. We

binarize item features for the Amazon datasets to overcome noise. On the other hand, the features

for CiteULike are extracted from scientific papers, which we assume to be qualified and relevant as

item features. Tf-idf values could well benefit the recommendations. It is also worth noting that tf-

idf values are only suitable for text features, where binary values are applicable for other features,

e.g., item attributes, image pixels, and the like. Experimenting with binary values can demonstrate

the generality of the proposed model.

6.3 Evaluation Protocol

We follow the evaluation methodology of [26, 62] to evaluate the performance of item cold-start

top-N recommendation. Specifically, we split the user rating matrix Y into Ytrain,Yvalid , and Ytest ,
respectively, for training, validating, and testing. We assume that each subset of ratings contains

nonoverlapping items (columns) of Y , so that we can evaluate the performance of recommend-

ing new items as users in Ytrain do not have any preferences for items in Yvalid and Ytest . In this

article, we randomly select 80%, 10%, and 10% items for Ytrain, Yvalid , and Ytest , respectively. For
each user, the cold-start items are sorted in decreasing order and the first N items are returned as

the top-N recommendations for that user. The list of recommended items is validated with Yvalid
and evaluated with Ytest using two metrics: Recall at N (Rec@N ) and Discounted Cumulative Gain

at N (DCG@N ) [37]. Given the list of top-N recommended items for user u, Rec@N measures

how many of the items liked by u appeared in that list, whereas the DCG@N measures how high

the relevant items were placed in the list. For a fair comparison with the most relevant works,

UFSM [26] and FBSM [62], which also study recommending top-N new items, we follow their def-

inition of DCG@N , which ensures DCG@N to take on values within the [0, 1] interval. Rec@N
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and DCG@N are defined as follows:

Rec@N =
|relevant items ∩ recommended items|

|relevant items| ,

DCG@N = imp1 +
N∑
i=2

impi
log2 (i )

,

where the importance score impi of the items with rank i in the top-N list is

impi =

{
1
N
, if the item at rank i is relevant,

0, otherwise.

The main difference between Rec@N and DCG@N is that DCG@N is sensitive to the rank of

the items in the top-N list. Both Rec@N and the DCG@N are computed for each user and then

averaged over all users.

6.4 Methods Used for Comparison

We evaluate LVSM by comparing it against eight other feature-based models for recommending

new items. We use the categories of models introduced in Section 3.1 to characterize the methods

we consider.

• Feature-based Singular Value Decomposition (SVDFeature) [12]: A feature-based ma-

trix factorization method. For item cold-start recommendation, the rating score yui is esti-
mated as

yui = bu + b
T
i x i + p

T
u

d∑
j=1

xi jw j =

d∑
j=0

b ′jxi j , (32)

where b ′0 = bu ,b
′
t = p

T
uw j , j ≥ 1. Thus, SVDFeature can be categorized as User Modeling

(UM). We utilize the ranking method of SVDFeature for our experiments.

• Simple Cosine-Similarity (coSim) [9]: A memory-based neighborhood method that es-

timates item similarities by cosine similarity based on item features. The preference score

yui is estimated as

yui =
∑
j ∈R+u

xTi x j

|x i | |x j | . (33)

• Personalized Feature Weighting (PFW) [9]: A noncollaborative technique that learns

user models independently. A feature weighting vectorωu of length d is estimated for each

user u to reflect the importance of the different item features for each user. The preference

score yui of user u for item i is estimated as

yui =
∑
j ∈R+u

ωT
u (x i ◦ x j ). (34)

• Local Collective Embeddings (LCE) [59]: A typical Latent Factor Model (LFM) that col-

lectively factorizes a user rating matrix and an item feature matrix. For a new item i with
feature x i , the item factorvi is first inferred by solving x i = viW

T , whereW ∈ Rd×h is the

feature factor.

• Neural Semantic Personalized Ranking (NSPR) [24]: A typical IFM that maps item fea-

tures via a DNN. During recommendation, the expectation of item representation vi is in-

ferred from item feature x i via the DNN.
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Table 3. Methods Used for Comparison

Method Personalized Collaborative Category

SVDFeature [12]
√ √

UM

LCE [59]
√ √

LFM

NSPR [24]
√ √

IFM

CVAE [44]
√ √

IFM

coSim [9]
√

– FSM

PFW [9]
√

– FSM

FBSM [62]
√ √

FSM

UFSM [26]
√ √

FSM

LVSM (this article)
√ √

FSM

• Collaborative Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) [44]: A state-of-the-art IFM. The differ-

ence between NSPR and CVAE is that CVAE learns item representations from item features

via a VAE.

• User-specific Feature-based Similarity Model (UFSM) [26]: A Feature-based Similarity

Model (FSM) that models global aspects by learning multiple global similarity functions.

The user-specific similarity function is calculated by aggregating global similarities with

personalized weights.

• Feature-based factorized Bilinear Similarity Model (FBSM) [62]: A FSM that models

the interaction between features. The interaction matrix is further factorized to reduce the

complexity. The similarity function is defined by Equation (6).

We summarize these methods in Table 3. Note that while all methods can generate personal-

ized recommendations, coSim and PFW fail to take advantage of collaborative filtering. For PFW,

UFSM, and FBSM, we train both a pointwise loss function and a pairwise loss function, where

the model with the pairwise loss function is subscripted with pair , i.e., PFWpair , UFSMpair , and

FBSMpair . We train NSPR with two types of pairwise probability, respectively, logistic probabil-

ity and probit probability, as proposed in [24]; we refer to the respective models as NSPR-L and

NSPR-P. By comparing LVSM1 with FBSM, we can evaluate the effectiveness of nonlinear simi-

larity functions, since the only difference between LVSM1 and FBSM is that LVSM1 utilizes the

nonlinear similarity function to approximate the off-diagonal of the feature interaction matrix of

FBSM.

6.5 Parameter Settings

For LVSMwe fix λW = λb = λh = λω = 0.1 for the prior of parametersp (Θ).We choose a two-layer

Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) network architecture (50–10 for the inference network and 10–50

for the generation network) with a ReLU activation function [32]. We select a smaller network

scale for CUL-t (10–5 for the inference network and 5–10 for the generation network) as the item

feature of the dataset is extremely sparse so that algorithms easily overfit. For the number of local

aspects, we try c = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and denote the corresponding model as LVSM1, LVSM2,

and LVSM3.

We select the same network structure for CVAE as it also utilizes a VAE. We select a larger scale

for the network of VAE for CVAE as it is used for learning item factors (100–50 for the inference

network and 50–100 for the generation network). We also try to find a smaller network scale for

CVAE on CUL-t but find out that it is not possible to improve the performance. Therefore, we keep
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Table 4. Tuned Parameter Values of Different Methods on Different Datasets

Dataset PFW [9] PFWpair [9] UFSM [26] UFSMpair [26]

μ μ μ1 μ2 λ c μ1 μ2 λ c
Beauty 10 1 0.01 1 0.1 3 1 1 0.1 2

Games 10 0.01 1 0.01 1 1 0.1 1 0.1 2

Sports 0.1 10 1 1 0.01 4 0.1 0.01 1 6

CUL-a 0.1 0.01 1 0.01 1 6 0.1 1 0.01 6

CUL-t 1 1 1 0.01 1 5 0.1 0.01 0.1 5

FBSM [62] FBSMpair [62] NSPR-L [24] NSPR-P [24]

β λ k β λ k λv λu λv λu
Beauty 0.1 0.01 1 0.1 0.01 5 0.1 1 0.5 0.01

Games 0.01 1 10 0.1 0.01 5 0.9 10 0.9 1

Sports 0.01 0.1 5 1 0.01 10 0.9 0.1 0.5 1

CUL-a 0.01 1 1 0.1 0.1 1 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.01

CUL-t 0.01 1 1 0.1 0.1 1 0.9 0.01 0.1 0.01

SVDFeature [12] CVAE [44] LCE [59]

α β k λv λu α β λ k
Beauty 0.01 1 50 0.5 1 0.9 1 0.1 200

Games 0.1 0.1 50 0.5 1 0.5 10 1 200

Sports 0.01 0.01 50 0.9 1 0.5 1 1 500

CUL-a 0.01 0.01 500 0.5 1 0.9 1 0.1 500

CUL-t 0.01 0.01 500 0.9 1 0.9 1 1 500

the same network scale for CVAE over all datasets. Similarly, we also select a two-layer perceptron

(100–50) for NSPR.

For the methods used for comparison, we select the hyperparameters by Rec@10 on the valida-

tion setRvalid . A detailed list of parameter settings is included in Table 4; there, we tune the �2-norm
regularization parameter μ for PFW, which is selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. We tune μ1, μ2, λ, and
l for UFSM, where μ1, μ2, λ are selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} and l from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. We tune

β, λ, and k for FBSM, where β, λ are selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} and k from {1, 5, 10, 20}. We tune

λ1 and λ2 for SVDFeature, which, respectively, stand for the regularization parameter of the user

factor and the item factor; both λ1 and λ2 are selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. We also tune the latent

dimension k for SVDFeature, which is selected from {50, 100, 200, 500}. We tune α , β, λ for LCE,

where α balances the importance of user rating and item feature, which is within [0, 1]; we select
α from {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} and β, λ from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. We also tune the latent dimension k for

LCE, which is selected from {50, 100, 200, 500}. We tune λv and λu for CVAE; λv controls the con-

tribution of latent item representation to item factor, which we select from {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}; λu is

the regularization for user factor, which we selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. Similarly, we also tune

λv and λu for CVAE, which are selected from {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9} and {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}, respectively.
6.6 Experiments

To answer our research questions, we conduct different sets of experiments:

• To answer RQ1, we generate the top-N recommendations of new items by comparing all

baselines with LVSM on Beauty, Games, Sports, CUL-a, and CUL-t (Section 7.1).

• To answer RQ2, we run incremental experiments on the Beauty, Games, CUL-a, and CUL-t

datasets to evaluate the modeling of local and global similarity functions of FSMs. We also
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show what user subgroups learned by LVSM look like through a qualitative example on

Games (Section 7.2).

• To answer RQ3, we manually sparsify the Beauty dataset and evaluate the performance on

the Beauty dataset with different feature densities (Section 7.3).

• To answer RQ4, we vary the number of new items and run experiments on the Sports

datasets (Section 7.4).

• To answer RQ5, we compare both efficiency and accuracy of LVSM with other FSMs on the

Kindle dataset (Section 7.5).

7 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section we report on the results of our experiments and answer our research questions.

7.1 Performance Comparison

To address RQ1, we present an overall comparison of the top-N recommenders that we consider.

We report the recommendation results in terms of Rec@N and DCG@N in Table 5, where respec-

tively 5, 10, 15, 20 items are recommended.We show the best score in boldface and the second best

is underlined. We conducted two-sided tests for the null hypothesis that the best and the second

best have identical average values. We attach asterisks to the best score if the improvement over

the second best is statistically significant; we use a single asterisk ∗ if p < 0.05 and two asterisks
∗∗ if p < 0.01. Note that we do not take LVSM for both best and second best; that is, if LVSM1

performs the best in one metric, we do not take LVSM2 as the second best in the same metric even

if it is. This is because we want to show whether the improvement of LVSM is significant over

other baselines.

We organize the discussion of the results by dataset. We first look at the Beauty dataset. We

note that LVSM3 dominates the performance on all metrics. The second-best results are achieved

by coSim, PFW, and UFSM. The improvement of LVSM3 over the second best is significant in

terms of Rec@10, DCG@5, DCG@10, DCG@15, and DCG@20. This demonstrates the superiority

of FSMs for item cold-start top-N recommendation. This also shows the power of LVSM as it

significantly improves over the state-of-the-art FSMs.

Next, we look at the Games dataset, which shows similar results. The difference is that FBSM

performs the second best for this task and FBSM achieves a comparable performance as LVSM2

on Rec@5. TheGames dataset has the sparsest item feature but the least sparse ratings of all Ama-

zon datasets. This characteristic of the Games dataset benefits FBSM as it models the interaction

among features to overcome feature sparsity, while the least sparse rating helps it to learn feature

interactions. LVSM can also benefit from the characteristics of the Games dataset as the modeling

of global item similarities captures the feature interaction in a more advanced way. The improve-

ment of LVSM over FBSM is significant on Rec@10, Rec@20, DCG@10, DCG@15, and DCG@20.

We turn to the Sports dataset. LVSM generally has an advantage but is outperformed by CVAE

in terms of Rec@5 and DCG@5. As shown in Table 2, the ratings of the Sports dataset are the

sparsest among all the datasets that we consider. LVSM and CVAE show their advantage of utiliz-

ing a VAE by benefiting from the automatic denoising property of the VAE. While CVAE shows

promising results when N = 5, the effectiveness of CVAE drops as N increases. Also, a comparison

between CVAE and NSPR reveals that a VAE is a better tool for extracting information from raw

features than DNN. The superiority of LVSM is well demonstrated on Sports when N is getting

larger. The improvement of LVSM over the second-best approach is significant in terms of Rec@10,

Rec@15, Rec@20, and DCG@20. With insufficient label information, methods that better extract

information from the item feature will show their advancement on Sports.
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Table 5. Performance of Recommending Top-N New Items on Different Datasets in Terms of Rec@N
and DCG@N , Where N Equals 5, 10, 15, 20, Respectively

Beauty Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20 DCG@5 DCG@10 DCG@15 DCG@20

coSim [9] 0.1045 0.1490 0.1885 0.2245 0.0380 0.0225 0.0168 0.0137

SVDFeature [12] 0.0035 0.0261 0.0273 0.0297 0.0013 0.0026 0.0018 0.0014

NSPR-L [24] 0.0378 0.0535 0.0707 0.0814 0.0145 0.0086 0.0065 0.0052

NSPR-P [24] 0.0083 0.0275 0.0415 0.0596 0.0026 0.0029 0.0026 0.0024

CVAE [12] 0.0932 0.1318 0.1584 0.1816 0.0346 0.0206 0.0151 0.0121

LCE [59] 0.0996 0.1408 0.1801 0.2065 0.0367 0.0220 0.0163 0.0130

PFW [9] 0.1009 0.1445 0.1848 0.2179 0.0361 0.0216 0.0162 0.0132

PFWpair [9] 0.1005 0.1501 0.1893 0.2233 0.0362 0.0219 0.0164 0.0133

UFSM [26] 0.1065 0.1486 0.1870 0.2220 0.0380 0.0223 0.0166 0.0135

UFSMpair [26] 0.1000 0.1478 0.1864 0.2220 0.0360 0.0218 0.0162 0.0132

FBSM [62] 0.0501 0.0836 0.1180 0.1443 0.0177 0.0117 0.0092 0.0079

FBSMpair [62] 0.0503 0.0849 0.1201 0.1488 0.0188 0.0120 0.0096 0.0079

LVSM1 0.1061 0.1544 0.1899 0.2242 0.0396 0.0239 0.0176 0.0143**

LVSM2 0.1077 0.1523 0.1904 0.2232 0.0395 0.0235 0.0175 0.0141

LVSM3 0.1100 0.1579* 0.1940 0.2276 0.0401* 0.0242** 0.0177** 0.0143**

Games Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20 DCG@5 DCG@10 DCG@15 DCG@20

coSim [9] 0.0653 0.1050 0.1401 0.1645 0.0216 0.0139 0.0107 0.0088

SVDFeature [12] 0.0025 0.0054 0.0086 0.0121 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005

NSPR-L [24] 0.0080 0.0187 0.0236 0.0296 0.0027 0.0022 0.0017 0.0014

NSPR-P [24] 0.0130 0.0177 0.0232 0.0335 0.0044 0.0026 0.0020 0.0018

CVAE [12] 0.0538 0.0854 0.1149 0.1381 0.0175 0.0113 0.0088 0.0072

LCE [59] 0.0475 0.0768 0.1028 0.1274 0.0161 0.0106 0.0082 0.0068

PFW [9] 0.0611 0.1015 0.1282 0.1535 0.0202 0.0132 0.0100 0.0083

PFWpair [9] 0.0576 0.0968 0.1261 0.1524 0.0194 0.0128 0.0098 0.0081

UFSM [26] 0.0596 0.0974 0.1291 0.1553 0.0196 0.0126 0.0098 0.0081

UFSMpair [26] 0.0621 0.0987 0.1311 0.1585 0.0210 0.0134 0.0103 0.0085

FBSM [62] 0.0739 0.1007 0.1414 0.1699 0.0236 0.0141 0.0110 0.0091

FBSMpair [62] 0.0739 0.1007 0.1402 0.1699 0.0232 0.0139 0.0108 0.0090

LVSM1 0.0732 0.1084 0.1420 0.1704 0.0242 0.0148 0.0112 0.0092

LVSM2 0.0739 0.1078 0.1387 0.1698 0.0238 0.0146 0.0111 0.0092

LVSM3 0.0736 0.1112* 0.1441 0.1757* 0.0243 0.0151** 0.0114** 0.0094**

Sports Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20 DCG@5 DCG@10 DCG@15 DCG@20

coSim [9] 0.0599 0.0924 0.1185 0.1402 0.0167 0.0106 0.0079 0.0065

SVDFeature [12] 0.0042 0.0078 0.0194 0.0230 0.0011 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007

NSPR-L [24] 0.0128 0.0224 0.0289 0.0380 0.0040 0.0026 0.0020 0.0017

NSPR-P [24] 0.0141 0.0223 0.0318 0.0380 0.0043 0.0027 0.0022 0.0017

CVAE [12] 0.0648 0.0875 0.1004 0.1124 0.0202 0.0116 0.0082 0.0064

LCE [59] 0.0539 0.0866 0.1092 0.1294 0.0165 0.0104 0.0077 0.0063

PFW [9] 0.0554 0.0871 0.1121 0.1362 0.0162 0.0102 0.0077 0.0063

PFWpair [9] 0.0555 0.0881 0.1125 0.1368 0.0163 0.0103 0.0077 0.0064

UFSM [26] 0.0575 0.0917 0.1178 0.1387 0.0160 0.0103 0.0077 0.0063

UFSMpair [26] 0.0561 0.0919 0.1168 0.1376 0.0162 0.0105 0.0079 0.0064

FBSM [62] 0.0313 0.0550 0.0678 0.0850 0.0078 0.0055 0.0041 0.0035

FBSMpair [62] 0.0313 0.0550 0.0708 0.0880 0.0078 0.0055 0.0042 0.0036

(Continued)
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Table 5. Continued

LVSM1 0.0618 0.0972 0.1265** 0.1480* 0.0184 0.0115 0.0087 0.0070*

LVSM2 0.0607 0.0936 0.1244 0.1467 0.0184 0.0114 0.0086 0.0069

LVSM3 0.0640 0.0981* 0.1206 0.1443 0.0187 0.0116 0.0086 0.0070*

CUL-a Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20 DCG@5 DCG@10 DCG@15 DCG@20

coSim [9] 0.1977 0.2819 0.3394 0.3840 0.0973 0.0590 0.0435 0.0348

SVDFeature [12] 0.0017 0.0065 0.0109 0.0149 0.0013 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010

NSPR-L [24] 0.0020 0.0065 0.0102 0.0120 0.0022 0.0018 0.0015 0.0012

NSPR-P [24] 0.0034 0.0087 0.0135 0.0197 0.0021 0.0017 0.0015 0.0014

CVAE [12] 0.0348 0.0594 0.0823 0.1020 0.0255 0.0166 0.0128 0.0106

LCE [59] 0.1639 0.2572 0.3203 0.3657 0.0871 0.0556 0.0420 0.0337

PFW [9] 0.1798 0.2574 0.3146 0.3602 0.0890 0.0544 0.0403 0.0323

PFWpair [9] 0.1812 0.2609 0.3148 0.3558 0.0900 0.0552 0.0406 0.0325

UFSM [26] 0.1905 0.2738 0.3291 0.3724 0.0935 0.0577 0.0424 0.0339

UFSMpair [26] 0.1940 0.2770 0.3330 0.3766 0.0941 0.0574 0.0424 0.0340

FBSM [62] 0.0053 0.0093 0.0154 0.0212 0.0042 0.0026 0.0021 0.0018

FBSMpair [62] 0.0043 0.0093 0.0147 0.0170 0.0028 0.0022 0.0018 0.0014

LVSM1 0.2108 0.3019 0.3633 0.4089 0.1083 0.0664 0.0487 0.0388

LVSM2 0.2226** 0.3172** 0.3772 0.4225 0.1116 0.0683 0.0501 0.0400

LVSM3 0.2173 0.3108 0.3800** 0.4226** 0.1121** 0.0684** 0.0504** 0.0401**

CUL-t Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20 DCG@5 DCG@10 DCG@15 DCG@20

coSim [9] 0.1972 0.2728 0.3316 0.3704 0.0629 0.0379 0.0278 0.0221

SVDFeature [12] 0.0093 0.0148 0.0190 0.0304 0.0032 0.0021 0.0016 0.0015

NSPR-L [24] 0.0051 0.0097 0.0140 0.0181 0.0019 0.0014 0.0013 0.0012

NSPR-P [24] 0.0053 0.0087 0.0135 0.0176 0.0028 0.0020 0.0016 0.0013

CVAE [12] 0.0368 0.0650 0.0927 0.1137 0.0143 0.0096 0.0078 0.0065

LCE [59] 0.1513 0.2298 0.2870 0.3253 0.0502 0.0315 0.0236 0.0189

PFW [9] 0.1777 0.2557 0.3089 0.3517 0.0562 0.0343 0.0252 0.0203

PFWpair [9] 0.1821 0.2559 0.3076 0.3502 0.0570 0.0344 0.0253 0.0203

UFSM [26] 0.1865 0.2671 0.3213 0.3640 0.0599 0.0364 0.0268 0.0214

UFSMpair [26] 0.1920 0.2740 0.3264 0.3691 0.0612 0.0370 0.0270 0.0216

FBSM [62] 0.0033 0.0141 0.0191 0.0245 0.0011 0.0013 0.0010 0.0010

FBSMpair [62] 0.0029 0.0135 0.0229 0.0271 0.0010 0.0011 0.0011 0.0009

LVSM1 0.1935 0.2760 0.3335 0.3762 0.0616 0.0375 0.0276 0.0219

LVSM2 0.1918 0.2769 0.3318 0.3693 0.0591 0.0363 0.0266 0.0211

LVSM3 0.1923 0.2805 0.3379 0.3834 0.0615 0.0379 0.0280 0.0223

Next, we consider CUL-a. As CiteULike has better formatted features than the Amazon datasets

to measure item similarity, we can expect a better performance achieved by FSMs. Surprisingly,

although FSMs perform better than other methods, it actually fails to beat the noncollaborative

filtering method coSim. A possible explanation is that the features of CUL-a are well qualified to

capture item similarities, where existing FSMs reached a bottleneck to further improve the perfor-

mance, due to the sparsity of ratings. However, LVSM has the ability to improve the performance

over coSim by a large margin. LVSM2 is significantly better than coSim in terms of Rec@5 and

Rec@10, and LVSM3 is significantly better than coSim in terms of every DCG metric.

Finally, we look atCUL-t. While the performance of LVSM is very promising onCUL-a, it cannot

significantly improve the performance on CUL-t. LVSM is outperformed by coSim in terms of
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Table 6. Different Ways of Modeling Item

Similarity Functions

Method LVSM LSM UFSM

Global similarity 1 0 c
Local similarity c c 0

Rec@5 and DCG@5, and achieves a tie with coSim in terms of DCG@10. The improvements of

LVSM over coSim in terms of Rec@10, Rec@15, Rec@20, DCG@10, DCG@15, and DCG@20 is not

significant. CUL-t has the sparsest features among all datasets. All methods except coSim include

learning, which is heavily impacted by the sparsity of features. Although the performance of LVSM

is not exceptional, it actually shows a good denoising ability as the performance generally is at

least as good as that of coSim. In comparison, other methods, especially FBSM, perform much

worse.

To summarize, LVSM has generally shown its superiority over other methods on all datasets.

Except on CUL-a, the improvement of LVSM over the second-best method is usually significant.

On the other hand, FSMs show better performance than other types of methods (in other cate-

gories) for the task of item cold-start top-N recommendation. CVAE enjoys the benefits of VAE

for denoising with sparse features, compared with NSPR. However, as it belongs to IFM, which is

not designed for the top-N recommendation task, it fails to perform well, especially on CUL-a and

CUL-t. LVSM takes advantage of both FSM and VAE to yield overall better performance.

7.2 Effect of Modeling Global and Local Similarities

We seek to answer RQ2, whether modeling global and local item similarities helps to improve per-

formance. We form another baseline LSM from LVSM, which calculates local similarities only. We

also compare LVSM with UFSM, which calculates global similarities only. We summarize LVSM,

LSM, and UFSM in Table 6. We vary the number of user groups c and plot the Rec@10 scores

obtained by LVSM, LSM, UFSM, and UFSMpair ; see Figure 3.

Figure 3(a) displays the results on the Beauty dataset. UFSM, UFSMpair reach their peak perfor-

mance when learning three global similarity functions. LVSM and LSM generally decrease their

performance when modeling more local similarity functions. LSM is outperformed by UFSM,

UFSMpair when c ≥ 2 and LVSM is outperformed by UFSMpair when c = 4. In short, modeling

global similarity functions only achieves the best performance, which shows that there may not

exist user subgroups on the Beauty dataset. LVSM also shows better modeling capacity of global

item similarities than UFSM.

Figure 3(b) shows a converse result. LVSM and LSM increase their performance by modeling

local similarity functions. When c = 5, LVSM achieves its best performance, although the figure

of LSM drops slightly. LSM outperforms UFSM and UFSMpair when c ≥ 2 and LVSM further ev-

idently improves over LSM. In short, learning local item similarity functions well captures user

subsets in the Games dataset. The advantage of LVSM over UFSM is better illustrated as UFSM

fails to model local similarities.

Figure 3(c) further demonstrates the suitability of learning item similarities with LVSM. Al-

though LSM is outperformed by UFSM and UFSMpair , LVSM outperforms UFSM and UFSMpair ,

and the best performance is achieved when c = 2. We can conclude from Figure 3(c) that while

solely modeling local similarities is suboptimal, the integration of modeling local and global simi-

larities well captures the essence of the application on CUL-a.

The results in Figure 3(d) are similar. LVSM shows better results when c ≤ 3. UFSM and

UFSMpair catch up when c is increased. Note that while LSM achieves the best performance at
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Fig. 3. Effect of the number of similarity functions on Rec@10.

c = 4, that setting is where LVSM actually generates its worst recommendation performance. This

further confirms the effectiveness of jointly modeling local and global similarities, which is the

advantage of Bayesian graphical modeling.

The estimation of local models is essential to the performance of LVSM. As each local model

corresponds to a user group, it will be interesting to see what the learned user group looks like.

Therefore, we provide a qualitative example in Figure 4, using the Games dataset. For the sake

of obtaining a clear visualization, we consider two user groups only. We visualize the predicted

scores ỹui of users over new items. This is because users in the same group have similar behaviors,

whereas users from different groups have different behaviors. We randomly select 30 items from

all new items. For each group, we randomly select 20 users.

We visualize the predicted ratings for the 20 items in Figure 4(a). Clearly, users from different

groups show different behaviors, illustrated by the different ratings given to the same items. Users

from group A generally give lower ratings to items, compared with users from group B. Besides,
similarities are clearly visible for users in groupA, whereas behaviors of users from group B show

some difference. We can also see the commonality in behaviors from both groups, which reflects

the effect of the global similarity function.

We also visualize the spatial proximity by conducting t-SNE [47] on the predicted rating scores.

t-SNE identifies two and three main components, depicted in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c), respec-

tively. Users from the two groups can be clustered with clear and different centroids.

7.3 Effect of Feature Sparsity

We proceed to answer RQ3. We evaluate the effect of feature sparsity on the performance of rec-

ommenders. We manually sparsify item features by randomly selecting dimensions in the feature
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Fig. 4. Qualitative examples showing how LVSM captures user groups.

to be excluded, where the feature density is roughly controlled as 0.27%, 0.32%, 0.37%, 0.42%, 0.48%,
which are respectively 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% to the original density of Beauty dataset. Aswe have

already demonstrated the superiority of models in the FSM category over models in the UM, LFM,

and IFM categories, we only care about the impact of feature sparsity on FSMs, i.e., coSim, PFW,

UFSM, and LVSM. Note that we also exclude FBSM for comparison as it generates very poor rec-

ommendations when item features are even sparser. For illustration, we depict the results of a com-

parison in terms of Rec@10, Rec@20, DCG@10, and DCG@20 on the Beauty dataset in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5(a), coSim and PFW outperform LVSMwhen Feature density = 0.27%. This
is understandable: when item feature is extremely sparse, we have less information from data so

that the simple models generally perform better, e.g., coSim. LVSM performs better when the item

feature sparsity is 0.32%, 0.37%, 0.42%, 0.48%, respectively, where other models also surpass coSim

and PFW. This shows that LVSM can overcome feature sparsity to a certain degree. When it is

extremely sparse, we should turn to simpler models.

Similar results are shown for Rec@20 in Figure 5(b), where the superiority of LVSM is shown

when item features are not extremely sparse. It is also interesting to see thatwhile LVSM2 generally

shows less effective results than LVSM1 and LVSM3, LVSM2 outperforms LVSM1 and LVSM3 when

feature sparsity = 0.42%. It seems that feature sparsity can also affect the number of local similarity

functions in the data.

Next we look at the results in terms of DCG. While LVSM loses out to simple models when

feature sparsity = 0.27% in terms of Rec@10 and Rec@20, it wins back in terms of DCG@10, as

shown in Figure 5(c). LVSM outperforms other methods with other degrees of feature sparsity.

Interestingly, LVSM1 and LVSM2 perform even better when feature sparsity = 0.37% than that
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Fig. 5. Effect of feature sparsity on the performance of methods on the Beauty dataset.

when feature sparsity = 0.48%, and when feature sparsity = 0.42%, the performance actually de-

grades. We think that the dataset formed by controlling sparsity at 0.42% ignores some important

features. The 0.37% sparsity dataset might preserve these important features and ignore some

noisy features, which works similarly to feature selection.

While Figure 5(d) shows similar results for DCH@20, LVSM is again outperformed by simple

models when feature sparsity = 0.27%. Similar to Figure 5(b), LVSM2 also outperforms LVSM1 and

LVSM3 when feature sparsity = 0.42%, which further demonstrates the impact of feature sparsity

on the number of local similarity functions to model.

7.4 Effect of Item Cold-Start

Next, we turn to RQ4. We evaluate the effect of the fraction of cold-start items on the performance

of top-N recommenders. The construction of cold-start items follows exactly what is described

in Section 6.3. We evaluate the performance of recommending top-N new items when we have

different numbers of new items. We set different fractions of items to be cold-start items: we split

Y into Ytrain,Ytest , where Ytrain contains 5/7 items and Ytest contains 2/7 items. By training the

different methods on Ytrain given the tuned parameters (Table 4), we test the performance of the

trained model over a different test set, with respectively 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% columns of Ytest ,
e.g., 1/14, 1/7, 3/14, and 2/7 items. As before, we only consider the effect on FSMs. We report the

result of Rec@10, Rec@20, DCG@10, DCG@20, respectively, in Figures 6(a) to 6(d).

A general trend revealed by Figure 6 is that the performance in terms of Recall decreases with

the growth of the number of cold-start items. If we increase the number of cold-start items, the

number of relevant items also increases, causing further difficulty for recommenders to identify all

the relevant items. Inversely, DCG shows an increasing trend; when the number of relevant items

increases, it is more likely that the relevant items appear in the recommendation list.
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Fig. 6. Effect of the fractions of cold-start items on the performance of methods on the Sports dataset.

As shown by Figures 6(a) and 6(b), based on their performance in terms of Recall, the methods

are generally categorized into three clusters. The first cluster consists of LVSM2 and LVSM3. The

second cluster contains LVSM1, coSim, UFSM, UFSMpair , PFW, and PFWpair , which are inferior

to the first cluster but also provide good recommendations. The third cluster includes only FBSM

and FBSMpair , which is far behind the performance of the second cluster.

Unlike the performance in terms of Recall, over DCG the methods naturally cluster into two

clusters, as shown by Figure 6(c) and 6(d). Besides LVSM2 and LVSM3 in the first cluster, other

methods are all contained in the second cluster.

In short, LVSM beats other methods on all occasions of cold-start items. The superiority of

LVSM is demonstrated by jointly modeling local and global similarity functions of items (LVSM1

models only global similarities).

7.5 Performance on a Large-Scale Dataset

And, finally, we turn to RQ5. To show the scalability of LVSM, we run experiments on the Kindle

dataset. We compare LVSM with other FSMs. We exclude the comparison with other baselines

since FSMs already show superior performance (Section 7.1). As training on the Kindle dataset

is time-consuming, we only partially explore the parameter space. We tune λ for PFW from

0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1; c for UFSM from 1, 2, . . . , 10; and k for FBSM from 1, 5, 10, 20. Similarly, we train

UFSM, FBSM, and PFW with both pointwise and pairwise losses. For LVSM, we explore LVSM1,

LVSM2, and LVSM3. For a fair comparison, we fix other parameters that are used for regularization

to 0.1. We train every method for 50 epochs and at most 24 hours. We save the model after each

epoch and use the one with the highest Rec@10 on the validation set to evaluate on the test set.
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Table 7. Performance of Recommending Top-N New Items on the Kindle Dataset

Method Rec@10 Rec@20 DCG@10 DCG@20 E-step M-step/ #Params

(secs.) Train (secs.)

coSim 0.0747 0.1204 0.0190 0.0160 – – –

PFW 0.0320 0.0539 0.0097 0.0081 – 2,031 299m

PFWpair 0.0443 0.0732 0.0131 0.0109 – 2,031 299m

UFSM 0.0786 0.1146 0.0203 0.0151 – 79 377k

UFSMpair 0.0794 0.1252 0.0199 0.0160 – 72 113k

FBSM 0.0358 0.0574 0.0092 0.0076 – 88 237k

FBSMpair 0.0262 0.0481 0.0076 0.0067 – 93 124k

LVSM1 0.0894** 0.1369** 0.0232** 0.0183** 430 256 1.18m

LVSM2 0.0925** 0.1425** 0.0242** 0.0191** 412 266 1.22m

LVSM3 0.0998** 0.1518** 0.0258** 0.0201** 1167 277 1.26m

The best parameters selected formethods: λ = 0.1 forPFW; λ = 1.0 for PFWpair ; c = 10 forUFSM; c = 3 forUFSMpair ;

k = 20 for FBSM; and k = 10 for FBSMpair .

We report results with N = 10, 20 in Table 7. As shown in Table 7, LVSM1, LVSM2, and LVSM3

significantly and substantially outperform other FSMs. LVSM2 outperforms LVSM1, while LVSM3

further improves over LVSM2.
2 The effectiveness of LVSM is further confirmed on large-scale

datasets, showing a bigger improvement than on other datasets. The potential reason is that users’

behaviors are highly diversified on the large-scale dataset, where estimating local models benefit

more from the diversity. The large-scale dataset also contains more noise in item features, and here

the denoising property of the VAE is especially useful.

We also report the number of parameters and the time for training for each epoch in Table 7.

PFW and PFWpair have the largest number of parameters as they will learn for each user a separate

set of parameters. Therefore, they are also time-consuming to train. In comparison, UFSM and

FBSM are efficient to train due to the small number of parameters. While LVSM has 3 to 5 times

more parameters than UFSM and FBSM, this number is 100 times less than for PFW. LVSM is

also efficient to train during the M-step, which is comparable to UFSM and FBSM. However, the

E-step is a bit time-consuming. While the training time for the M-step remains the same, it grows

substantially when c increased to 3 for the E-step.

In short, LVSM shows good performance on large-scale datasets, in terms of both effectiveness

and efficiency.

8 CONCLUSION

We have revisited the task of recommending top-N new items. We have proposed a Local

Variational Feature-based Similarity Model (LVSM) to address this problem by exploiting high-

dimensional and sparse item features. Our method is a Bayesian generative model that jointly uni-

fies item representation learning, user clustering, and item collaborative filtering. LVSM can learn

deep representations from item features to facilitate similarity measurement. LVSM clusters users

into subsets, where a separate similarity function is learned for each subset. To achieve efficiency,

we conduct variational inference and optimize the model through variational EM algorithms.

Through a broad set of experiments, we have evaluated the efficacy of LVSM. LVSMoutperforms

state-of-the-art feature-based methods for recommending top-N new items. It provides robust

recommendations independent of the quality of item features. It generates good performance in

2We can expect even better performances by estimating more local models. We leave further investigations for future work.
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extreme cases, e.g., with a large fraction of new items or with extremely sparse features. It also

demonstrates an effective performance on the large-scale dataset.

As to limitations of LVSM, the model is more complicated than other feature-based similarity

models. On an extremely sparse dataset such as CUL-t, LVSM still outperforms other methods on

most metrics, but relatively simple methods such as coSim approach its performance.

In future work, we would like to extend LVSM to online settings, where user subsets constantly

evolve and the local similarity functions should be learned adaptively. Also, we should improve our

understanding of the relation between the sparsity of the dataset and the performance of LVSM.
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